
In the Race 
 

Awards: 

 Tournament Series Winners (fall, spring and summer) 

 Web.com Junior Player Award (2-day events) 

 Player of the year (tournament series points + web.com player Award points) 

In the Summer Tournament Series Award Race only “The Timuquana Encounter” remains for all but the 

Foundation Division, but many of the races are within reach based on the size of the field in each 

contest. 

 In the Boys 16-18 - Davis Stegall, who I hear has a shoulder injury has a 225 point lead over 

Joseph Rizzo and a 350 point lead over Moses Compaan. There’s a lot of potential here. 

 In the Elite Tour Boys - Adam Vermut holds a comfortable lead of 525 points over Tommy Piper 

and 625 point lead over Christopher Terzian. If Vermut doesn’t play, this could be interesting. 

 In the Rising Tour Boys Matthew French has a slim 25 point lead over Andrew Kunkle with Reese 

Tyrell lurking in the third some 225 points back. Seven players still have a realistic shot. 

 In the Elite Girls Beatrice Dietz cannot be caught as she leads Ashlan Tresca by 825 points with 

only 800 points on the line. 

 In the Rising Tour Girls – Daisy Adams has a comfortable 500 point lead over Sofia Davila.  

 In the Boys 10-12 Ricky Ruth trails Wolfgang Weiler by 400 points, based on the field there is still 

life for Ricky with 600 points on the line. 

 In the Foundation Carter Stolz has a 313 point lead over Cameron Abitabilo and a 500 point lead 

over Cade Tucker, but the Foundation Players have four events left which include Eagle Harbor, 

the Slammer and Squire, Timuquana and Marsh Landing. 

 

Web.com Junior Players Award Race - (Greater Jacksonville Junior Championship – North Florida Junior 

Amateur and Tour Championship remain). 

 Boys 13-18 – Moses Compaan has a 347 point lead over Andrew Riley and a 740+ lead over 

Chase Carroll and Adam Vermut. With Vermut and Riley not in the Greater Jacksonville Junior 

Championship field Carroll will be the closest challenger. 

 Girls 13-18 – Apryl Parker has a 925 point lead over Thanya Arasu and 2400+ point lead over 

Beatrice Dietz and Katelyn Richards. 

 Boys 10-12 – Ricky Ruth is hanging onto a lead of 1000 points over Wolfgang Weiler with the 

rest of the field hanging back 3500+ points. With 1600 points on the line one never knows. 

 Foundation is not eligible for this award. 

 

 



PLAYER OF THE YEAR  

 Boys 16-18 - Moses Compaan has a commanding lead of 3600 points over Andrew Riley, 

Alexander Waller and Ryan Poblacion.  Compaan would have to not play in most remaining 

events or play lefty to be caught. 

 Elite Tour Boys – Adam Vermut has a 2300+ point lead over Chase Carroll and Cam Goldknopf, 

but this too will change with Vermut not in the Greater Jacksonville Junior Championship. This 

race will tighten up a bit. 

 Rising Tour Boys – Andrew Kunkle leads this race by 567 points over Connor Hess and about 10 

players who realistically could have a chance.  You got to get in the two day events to make up 

ground here though. 

 Elite Tour Girls – This is the tightest race of them all. Thanya Arasu has a 225+ point lead over 

Apryl Parker and Beatrice Dietz.  Madison Balaskiewicz and Lisa Colee are lurking. 

 Rising Tour Girls – Alyzabeth Morgan is hanging onto a 1925 point lead over Shanya Arasu. 

 Boys 10-12- It’s the Wolfgang Weiler and Ricky Ruth race to the end. Weiler leads Ruth by just 

75 points. 

 Our Foundation – has a close race with William Mears in front of Cade Tucker by just 225 points 

with four events remaining. Lila Weaver and Brayden Watson and others still have a shot if the 

stars align. 

 

 

 

 

 


